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Chapter 1
Small projects are reducing the overall level

of performance

Small projects, both new developments and maintenance, make
up a significant proportion of the work of many PEP members
systems development departments, and there areclear indications

that this proportion is increasing, and is likely to continue to do
so. Our research reveals, however, that most small projects undertaken by PEP members (excluding package implementations)
perform at distinctly lower levels of productivity than large
projects.

Development managersare not
awareof the problems caused

by small projects

Many systems development departments are probably not aware
either of the size or of the nature of the problem. From PEP
assessments, many members understand how someof their
projects are performing, yet few have any real understanding of
their productivity across the size range, and particularly at the
lower end. Smallprojects are not simply downsized largeprojects.
They are, for example, typically constrained by dependence on
otherprojects, subject to tighter deadlines andfrequent scheduling
changes, more susceptible to slippage, and less resilient to
unexpected problems. They therefore need to be managed and

organised differently if systems managers are to make the most
effective use of limited development resources.

Small projects constitute a growing
proportion of systems
development work
PEP members generally define small

in terms of man-months

of effort. Their definitions ranged from 1 to 42 man-months, with

12 man-months being the most common,as Figure 1.1, overleaf,
illustrates.

A small project is up to 20,000 lines

of code (or 350 function points)
andrequiresless than

24 man-months

of effort

For the purposes of this paper, wedefine small to be any project
up to 20,000 linesof code (about 350 function pointsfor the average

mix of languagestypical of PEP projects), requiring not more than

24 man-months ofeffort, and usually undertaken by a team of not
more than three people. Someprojects of less than 20,000 lines of
code may, of course, require more than 24 man-monthsofeffort

and larger teams, and such projects would certainly have low

productivity. However, the combination of measures that we have

chosen to define small projects reflects the average effort used to

deliver an application of 20,000 lines of code. We include both
projects to develop new systems, and maintenance projectsof all
corrective, adaptive and perfective. (These terms were
types

defined in PEP Paper 8, Managing Software Maintenance.)
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PEP members definitions of a small project vary widely
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Small projects occupy 40 per cent of
developmentstaff time

In overall terms, small projects occupy about 40 per cent of the time
of PEP members developmentstaff. (This corresponds with the

observation that, at the time of writing, about 40 per cent of the
900 projects in the PEP database are small by our definition.)

However, the proportion of development staff engaged in small
projects varies widely, from less than 10 per cent in three

organisations to 100 per cent in twoorganisations(see Figure 1.2).
The number of development staff in the 50 PEP members we

surveyed ranged from 25 to 800, with an average of about 150.
Larger development departments have more staff working on
small projects in absolute terms, but fewer as a proportionoftotal
development staff thereis a tendency for the proportionofstaff

involved in small projects to decrease as departmental size
increases.

The proportion of small projects is increasing

Since the start of PEP, we have observed a decreasein the size of

PEPprojects, expressed in lines of code. We reported in PEP

Paper 12, Trends in Systems Development Among PEP Members,
that the average size of project had decreased from about 45,000

to 35,000 lines of code between 1986and1987. Upto the beginning
of 1991, the typicalproject size has continued to decrease, to about
31,000 lines of code. This reduction in size is accompanied, and at
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Figure 1.2

The proportion of developmentstaff engaged in small projects
varies widely
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least partly explained, by the use of fourth-generation languages,
which hasincreased by 50 per cent since 1988, and now accounts
for about 15 percentof all code represented bythe projects in the

PEP database. Webelieve that the downwardtrendin thesize of
projects will continue into the foreseeable future.

Manysmall projects perform less well
than other projects

There is enormousvariation in the performance of small projects,

expressed in termsof delivery rate per man-month, lines of code

or function points. On average, however, small PEP projects
perform less well than larger projects. Thereare, of course, some

exceptions. For example, one PEP member s use ofPagefit on small

PC developments is leading to rates of delivery as high as
50 function points per man-month.

The range ofperformance fans out

as project size increases

Ouranalysis of the PEP database showsthat delivery rates rise

steadily as system size increases from a low level up to a point
where the range of performance fans out . Thereafter, the

performance of some projects continues to increase as size
increases, whereasothers perform less well. Figures 1.3 and 1.4,

on pages 4 and 5, show the range ofdelivery rates (lines of code

per man-month andfunction points per man-monthrespectively)

for projects of a given size. Twosets of data are shown on each
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The rangeofdelivery rate for lines of code increasesas project
size increases

The diagram showsthe minimum and maximum delivery rates for projects
recordedin the PEP database.
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diagram: new development and maintenance projects in thirdgeneration languages, and new development and maintenance

projects in fourth-generation languages.

In termsof lines of code per man-month, the point at which performance changesfrom a generally increasing rate with increasing
size ranges from 10,000 to 20,000 lines of code. Maintenance pro-

jects in third-generation languages, however, appear to reach the
fan-out point earlier.

In termsof function points per man-month,theprofile is similar,

but projects using fourth-generation languages show a smaller
rangeof delivery rate beyond the fan-out point. For development
and maintenanceprojects in third-generation languages, the fan-

out point appears to be about 100 function points, and for projects

using fourth-generation languages, it appears to be between

500 and 800 function points.

Figure 1.4 also showsprofiles published by Rubin Systems Inc (the
hockey-stick
profile) and by Capers Jones of Software

Productivity Research Inc (SPRI), for both new developments and
maintenance. The SPRI profile for maintenance follows quite
closely the lower edgesof the PEPprofile for traditional languages,
whilethe profile for new developmentsconflicts with the PEP data
for small projects (10 to 20 function points). The Rubin hockeystick profile suggests falling performance up to 1,000 function

pointsin size andrising performancethereafter. If the Rubin and

Thereis evidence that US performance on small developments is better than PEP
members

SPRIprofiles are accurate reflections of performance for small
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Figure 1.4

Therange of delivery rate for function points increases as
project size increases

The diagram showsthe minimum and maximum delivery rates for projects

recorded in the PEP database. Performanceprofiles identified by other
researchers are shown for comparative purposes.
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new developments, some organisations in the United States are

achieving higherlevels of performance than PEP members.

Few systems managers understand

the unique requirements of
small projects

The problemsassociated with the day-to-day managementof small
projects are often very different in emphasis from those associated
with larger projects. For example:

Dependenceonotherprojects is often greater and can therefore
have a greater influence on the progress and performance of
small projects.
Deadlines may often be tighter. Small projects may bring
relatively large andvisible benefits, and pressure can be high
to implement them quickly.

Project-management overheads can be quite significant for
small projects. Unnecessary levels of bureaucracy and formality can constrain performance.

Formal meetings maynot be necessary on two-or three-person
teams, where members areconstantly rubbing shoulders with

each other.

utler Cox ple 1991
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Scheduling plays a more prominentrole, especially with small

maintenance projects, and flexibility in scheduling is often
critical to the effective use of staff. Slippage is often more

prevalent.

Small projects are usually less resilient to unexpected
problems. Users may not appreciate how the condition of the
existing system and its documentation can inhibit performance.

Boundaries between stages may be blurred, andif staff are not
disciplined, they may rushinto coding, and systemstesting and
operation, especially in maintenanceprojects.

One of the main challenges in managing small projects is striking
the right balance between over-burdensome bureaucracy andrisky

laissez-faire. In this report, we provide guidance for PEP members

on managing and organising small projects so that they do not

adversely affect the overall performance of the systems develop-

ment department.

In Chapter 2, we makethe case for measurementof small projects.

Without measurement, even atits simplest level, actions taken by

systems development managers to improve the performance of
small projects could be seriously misdirected.

The development methods used for small projects are often
adopted by default. We believe that more care needs to be taken

in striking a balance between formality and unnecessary risk. We
make recommendations in Chapter 3 on how to achievethis.

In Chapter 4, we deal with the organisational and humanaspects

of managing small projects. Good performanceis likely to be
achieved only when smallprojects are dealt with by specialist units

and by managers who understand and managethe unique characteristics of small projects.
Research sources

The primesourceof the information on which this paper is based
is the data provided by PEP members. We circulated a

questionnaire to all PEP members, and received 60 completed
questionnaires from 50 organisations. We subsequently met
representatives of 15 members and telephoned another 10, to
discuss particular issues in more detail.

At the time of writing, the PEP database has data on about
900 projects, of which about 40 per cent are small, by our definition. We analysed this datato identify profiles of performance.
Wealso obtained a sample of data for about another 100 small
projects from eight PEP members. (These projects would not

usually be included in the PEP database becauseofthecriteria

used to select projects for PEP assessment.) This data confirmed
the pattern of performance shown by the small projects already
held in the PEP database.

We also met three of the principal suppliers of development
methodsto discuss the particular problems that arise with small
projects, and their existing and planned products. Wetalked to
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other organisations that have collected project data in order to
ascertain whethertheir data on the performanceof small projects

confirmed our analysis of small PEP projects.
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Chapter 2
Measure the performance of small projects
The lack of formality in undertaking small projects often hinders

the ability of systems development managersto gatheruseful data.
The problem is further complicated by the fact that performance

can vary widely depending on the individual membersof staff
involved, and in the case ofmaintenanceprojects, on the particular
program beingaltered.
PEP members need to establish and apply clear standards for
measuring small projects, and to analyse the measures according

to the individuals involved and/or the program being maintained.
Regular analysis of the measurement data should help managers
to make sounddecisions about how to improvethe performance of
small projects. It will also help to identify the size of project at
which peak performanceis obtained.

Establish and apply clear standards
for measuring small projects
Standards are needed pertaining to what is measured, whenitis
measured, and how it is measured. The basic measurement

programmeshould collect aggregate data about effort (in man-

days) and time (in weeks), split by the main development stages
for new developments. As a minimum, these should be the three
PEP stages of feasibility study, functional design and main build.
For maintenance projects, the split should be, as a minimum,
between analysis (sometimesreferred to as problem analysis) and

development. A measure ofsize shouldalso be collected

either

Data shouldbecollected for the
feasibility, functional-design
and main-build stages,
at least

function points or lines of code, or both. The measurement
programmeshould be comprehensive, which means collecting data
for all projects; otherwise, development managerswill not have a
complete picture of how development resources are being used.

The measures and their purpose need to be explained to staff,

emphasising the importance of objectivity and accuracy. Staff
must understand that the aim of measurementis to acquire a basis

on which to improve performance, not to berate individuals. The

manager who misuses information in this way will destroy the

trust that is so necessary for effective and accurate measurement.

Measurementdata should not be
usedto berate staff

The effort required to collect the basic effort and time measures
for a small projectis likely to range from less than an hourto half
aman-day. Effort will also be required for counting function points.

A counting rate of 1,000 function points per man-dayis typical,
although the quality of the documentation and the availability of
people with knowledge of the system can cause considerable
variations. Small projects could range from 10 to about 500 function

BUTLER COX
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Information about key project
characteristics should also
be collected

Measure the performanceof small projects

points in size, so the effort required to count function points will
range from less than an hourto three or four hours.

The basic numeric data about the effort, duration and size should
be supplementedby statements of key project characteristics (such

as theclassification of the type of project, the main technologies

and methodsused, thelevels of experienceof staff, and other easyto-obtain factors, such as those used in PEP assessments).

Measurement of small maintenance projects could also be
supplemented by a measureofthe size of the applicationsportfolio

being maintained

preferably expressed in function points rather

than in lines of code. The level of effort used to maintain

applications can then berelated not only to the numberof function
points changed or added,but also to the total portfolio, and thus
help in setting staffing levels.

The distribution of effort between
different types of activity
should be measured

To manage the development processes for small projects more
effectively, managerswill also need to understand whereeffort is
that is, on what types of activity. This requires
being used
into categories such as management, quality
effort
splitting the
assurance andtesting. We believe that most PEP membersare in

a positionto collect such data with only marginalextra effort; the
main difficulty is a lack of discipline by staff in recording their time
appropriately for small projects. Managers should encourage them
to record their time accurately by scrutinising the data thatis

collected.

Theprocess of collecting the measurement data for small projects

should be part of the management-control mechanisms such as

those to do with planning and progressing, change control,
configuration control and so on. Introducing other mechanisms in

addition to the control mechanisms would be burdensome and
would probably be resented by systemsstaff.

Record and analyse information
pertaining to individualstaff
and programs

The value of measurement data dependsto a large extent on its
immediate analysis by responsible managers. Any anomalies
should be dealt with as quickly as possible. If staff see that the

information is recorded and forgotten, they are not likely to be

rigorous about the way they collect it. When measuring small
projects, managers need to pay particular attention to the
contributions of individual membersofstaff, and in the case of
maintenance projects, to the effort used to maintain individual

modules or programs.

Individual performance varies
more widely on small projects

Record the contributions of individuals to help
with estimating and planning small projects

The performance of individuals is more varied on small projects
than on large projects. This is demonstrated quite clearly by

information published by NASA(see Figure 2.1, overleaf), which
shows that the lines of code produced per hour can vary from

0.5 to 11 for small projects, compared with 1 to 8.75 for large
projects. If measurementsare to be used to support estimating for
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Figure 2.1

Measure the performanceof small projects

The performanceof individuals varies more widely on small
projects than on large ones
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future small projects, managers need to keep track of the

variability caused by individuals.

Many managers mayconsiderthatitis easier to estimate for small
projects, as there are usually fewer unknowns, fewer changes in
direction, and tighter definitions. However, unless a manager has
measurements about small projects that include details of
the
variations attributable to individuals, he will not be in a position
to estimate accurately for the future.

Werecommendthat individual contributions be recorded,
in terms
of effort by individual. Associations between individual
contributions andproject performance can then be maintained,
analysed

statistically and used to support estimating. The inform
ation

obtained in the process should, of course, be treated
confidentially,
and not misused. The only purpose in passing it on to
an individual

is to help him to improve his own performance (or to makei
t more

consistent), not to compare his performance with
that of others.

Analyse maintenanceeffort by program

Maintenance activity is typically distributed uneve
nly over the
programswithin a system. Figure 2.2 shows maint
enance data for
a manufacturing system of nearly 350 programs.
The programs
variedin size from about 50 to 6,500 lines of code,
with an average
of about 1,200. Much of the variation in maint
enance requests
indicated in the figure could be explained byvariation
s in program

size, but a significant amount of the variation could
not be

explained in this way. It is likely that the
maintainability of
individual programsalsovaried.

Knowing where maintenance activity is focused
and the
maintainabilityof individual programs,particularly those
that are
affected most often by changes, is crucial to the produc
tivity of
small maintenance projects. Improving productivity in
the long
term may necessitate rewriting programs that are maint
ained
frequently and that are relatively difficult to
maintain. Effective

decision-makingof this kind requires information
to be recorded

on the maintenance effort for program specificatio
n, coding and

unit testing that is associated with each program
being maintained, and on the size of the changes being
made. About

40 per cent of PEP members we surveyed have
time-recording

systems that can identify the program or module being
worked on.
Theseorganisations maybe able to usethis data for
recording, and
10

To improve long-term productivity,
it may be necessary to rewrite

some existing programs

Chapter 2

Figure 2.2
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Maintenanceactivity is typically distributed unevenly over the
programswithin a system

The diagram shows maintenancedata for a manufacturing system of
346 programs.
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(Source: Gremillion, LL. Determinants of program repair maintenance
requirements. Communicationsof the ACM,vol. 27, no. 8,
August 1984, p.826-832.)

subsequently analysing, the programs and effort that are

associated with changes. Others will need to upgrade their timerecording systems.

Analyse howeffort is being used

Thelevelof detail of project information that PEP memberscollect

in their time-recording systems is shown overleaf in Figure 2.3.
Larger organisations tend to collect less detailed data, omitting

information about task types (that is, activities such as entity
modelling, data-flow diagramming, coding and unit testing) and

Most PEP members analyse data
from time-recording systems
only at the aggregate

project level

items(that is, specific named deliverables of the work, such as the
nameof a module). Most PEP membersappearto analyse this data

only at the aggregated project level, however. This may be a
reflection of the limited confidence that they have in their more

detailed data. However, analysing the more detailed data could

provide useful insights into where effort should be expended. For

example, analysisof the relative effort used in systemstesting and

quality assurance may support the case for shifting more effort

© Butler Coxpie 1991
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Figure 2.3

Measure the performanceof small projects

Most PEP memberscollect aggregate project data but fewer
thanhalf collect detailed data about work items

Forty-one percentof organisations collect data atall levels, although atthe item
level, it may be collected selectively. Three memberscollect data on man-months
of effort only for those projects submitted to PEP for assessment.
Levelof detail
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An item is a particular named deliverable of the work, such as the nameof
a
module.

(Source: Survey of PEP members)

into quality assurance, resulting in a reduction in total effort for

these twoactivities and for projects as a whole.

Webelieve that it is important for PEP members to exploit the
information potentialof their time-recording systems. To achieve
this, 40 per cent of PEP members will need to enhance
the
capability of their systems to include, at least, category of
work
that is, project management, quality assurance, documentation
and so on. In particular, all PEP members should work to improve
the accuracy of the data that theycollect for small projects
. They

should periodically analyse the effort being used by smallprojects,

particularly by category of work and by stage, as
a basis for
understanding howeffort is currently spent and
for effective

The accuracy ofdata collected

for small projects should be

improved

decision-making about changing the way in which small projects
are managed.

Analyse projects by language and machine

In analysing data on small projects, systems managers
need to

take account of the variationsthatarise in projects developed
in

different hardware and software environments. In PEP
Paper16,
Project Estimating, we reproduced the analysis prepar
ed by one
member(Lloyd s of London, which provides services to
members
of the Lloyd s insurance market in London) that showe
d how the
proportions of effort required at each development
stage vary

accordingto the programming languageused.A similar
analysis,

produced by BOC (anindustrial gases and health-care
products

and services group), is shown in Figure 2.4. Besides reveal
ing
details about therelationships between languages, machin
es and

performance, such analysesare useful for supporting estima
ting.

Individual projects that have widely different effort distrib
utions
12
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Figure 2.4

Measure the performance of small projects

Analysis of howeffort is distributed by stage of workwill reveal
relationships between performance and programming
languages/machinesize
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from the average pattern are the ones that might profitably be
studied to learn from for the future.

Usestatistical analysis to estimate problem-analysis
effort in maintenance projects

The proportion of effort required at the problem-analysis stage of

It is difficult to estimate the

problem-analysis effort of
small maintenance
projects

small projects varies widely, but can be as high as 80 percent. The

effort required to implement the changes is, however, more

predictable. The difficulty in estimating the problem-analysis

effort arises from thefact thatit is often not possible to formalise
and partition maintenance work in the same way as new systems

development work, which can be structured and broken down into
sub-tasks.

The best way of estimating problem-analysis effort for maintenanceprojectsis to carry out a statistical analysis on past project
data, to identify the relationships between problem-analysiseffort,

size of change and developmenteffort. The results of such an
analysis can be used to predict the range of effort likely to be
neededin both the analysis stage and the implementation stage.
Seek to identify the size of projects that maximise

productivity

Althoughourinterest in this paper is focused on small projects, it
is also important that PEP members identify the relationship
betweenproject size and productivity in their particular environment. This can be achieved bycollecting just the basic measures

of effort, time andsize for projects. In Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4,
we identified the general performance profiles for all PEP pro-

jects. PEP members need to identify and monitor the particular

© Butler Cox plc 1991
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Measure the performance of small projects

performanceprofiles of their own development environments. For

example, PL/1 projects at Lloyd s of London usually rangein size
from 50 to about 1,000 function points. It has found that maximum

productivity is obtained at about 500 function points. The insights

that can be gained from examiningtheseprofiles will help systems

development managers to decide how small projects should be

undertaken, to identify areas in which performance might be

improved, and toinfluence decisions about the size of projects
being undertaken.

In this chapter, we have identified the need to implement some

measures as a basis for effective decision-making about the

management of small projects. In the next two chapters, we
address the two main areas of opportunity for improving the

performance of small projects

14

methods and organisation.

One organisation has found that
maximum productivity is
obtained on projects of

about 500 function
points

Chapter 3

Formalise methodsfor small projects
In most development departments, adopting andrefining methods

and tools to support large new systems developments attracts a
great deal of managementattention. In PEP Paper 8, we reported

the results of a Butler Cox survey of PEP members, in which
70 per cent of managers rated new systems developmentas being
more demanding of their time than maintenance. This is not
surprising as suchprojects are often large and difficult to manage,
involve greater risks and are more strategic in nature. Never-

theless, a greater proportion of developmenteffort is often used on
small maintenance projects.

The approaches and methods used for smaller projects are often

Informal methods account for some

of the poorer performance of small

projects

less formal and structured than those used for large projects, and
tend to be variable. In part, this may be attributed to an implicit
understanding that too much formality will overburden small
projects. We believe, however, that informal approaches account,

to some extent, for the poorer performanceof smallprojects.

To achieve a sensible balance between overburdensomeformality

and unstructured informality, PEP members need to provide
formal but flexible approaches and methods for small projects.
Small maintenance projects, which have particular performanceinhibiting characteristics, need special attention, and small new

developmentprojects could often benefit from the use of modern
methodsandtools. Regardless of the approaches, methodsor tools
used, all small projects should be subjected to rigorous qualityassurance andrisk-assessmentprocedures.

Provide formal but flexible approaches
and methods
Most methods have been designed
for use on large projects

Suppliers of methods have, by andlarge, designed their products
and services for use on new (and by implication, large) develope
ment projects. User organisations have considered the availabl
mainfor
sary,
unneces
even
or
riate,
methods to be inapprop
tenance and smallprojects. No supplier we met had any methods
designed specifically for small projects, although someof them

provide training in a rapid version of their method, which may be
relevant to small new developmentprojects. However, oneof the
leading suppliers of methods in the United Kingdom, LBMS(the

by
originators of SSADM, which has been adopted as a standard
update
an
launch
to
expects
tions),
installa
ng
government computi

to its commercial version (now called System Engineer) in 1991.

projects,
This new version will accommodate different types of
eerre-engin
and
such as prototyping projects, new developments

ing projects, as well as enhancement projects.
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At present, however, the formal methods used by PEP members
are usually most applicable to new, large developments; only a
minority of members use formally defined methods for small

projects. While 40 per cent of those we surveyed claim that they

have different methods for small projects, or are in the process of

preparing them, and 35 per cent claim that they differentiate

between small new and small enhancement projects, the methods
usedfor small projects are usually those that are also used for large

projects. When such methodsare used on smallprojects, some of
the tasks will inevitably be carried out with less rigour. In most

cases, it is left to project managers to decide what approach and
method to use for a small project. While this has its merits,

essential tasks can and do get overlooked.

A few organisations havedefineddifferent approachesfor different

Usually, the project manager
decides on the methodto be
used for a small project

types of project, but these are often driven by technical factors
(programming languages, for example) rather than by con-

siderationsof project size. In other cases, small projects have been
deliberately overburdenedby setting low size limits for the use of

general approaches and methods, in order to make the development process more formal.

A minority of PEP members have recognised that a differe
nt
approach is needed for small projects. Often, the emphas
is is

on reducing the number of major milestones. For example, The

Co-operative Wholesale Society (a UK retail group) categor
ises

projects according to their cost

Someorganisations use a different
approachfor small projects

those up to £5,000 have two

checkpoints, those up to £50,000 havefive checkpoints
and those
above £50,000 have eight checkpoints. Sun Allianc
e (a large
insurance company)has three levels, with two, three or
four main
milestones and associated sign-offs, depending on the man-mo
nths

of effort

months.

the boundaries are at six man-months and 24 man-

We believe that approaches and formal metho
ds should be

prescribed for all projects, including small projects. PEP
members
with at least 20 per cent of their endeavour in small
projects,
involving at least 20 staff, should define separate
approaches
dependingon size and type, as well as on techni
cal factors. This

will narrow the range ofoptions that may be consid
ered at the
outset of a project and should ensure that no essent
ial tasks are

overlooked. In defining the approaches, care should
be taken to

keep an appropriate balance between contro
l, risk and performance.

PEP members considering acquiring a proprietary metho
d should
assess its suitability for different types of project. If altern
ative
routes through the method are not predefined, the
opportunities

for tailoring it to suit different types of projec
ts should be

evaluated. Any proprietary method acquired shoul
d be able to

support at least all the main types of projec
ts undertaken,
including small projects.

A proprietary method should also
be able to support small projects

Whendeciding which approach and method to
use for a particular
project, consideration should also be given to anypar
ticularproject

characteristics that may warrant modifying the
approach or
method. This applies equally to small projects and to
large ones.

Anyvariations should be agreed at the outset of
the project and
recordedin the project plan.
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Give small maintenanceprojects
special attention

Manysmall projects are maintenance projects. The methods used
for such projects usually follow the traditional informal approach
to systems development, even when structured methods have been

used to develop theoriginal system. This is because of the tendency
to maintain the lowest-level documentation
thatis, the source

programs themselves. We believe, however, that a predefined
formal approach should be adoptedfor small maintenanceprojects,

and that the methodsselected for use by the department should

be capableof beingtailored for use on suchprojects. In particular,
there should be a clear checkpoint between the problem-analysis
and implementation stages.

PEP membersshould also seek to exploit tools that support the
maintenanceof existing projects, particularly those that help in
batching amendmentsto regularly maintained applications and in
controlling the release of new versions. They should also be aware
of the implications for future small maintenance projects when
selecting methods for new systems development.

The lack of a checkpointoften

results in poor technical
quality and low

productivity

Create a checkpoint between problem analysis
and implementation

Thereis a tendency with small maintenance projects to treat the
analysis stage (often referred to as problem analysis) and the
implementation stage as a continuous endeavour. This often
results in poor technical quality and low productivity, because

problems that should havebeenidentified at the analysis stage do
not show up until the implementation stage.

Webelieve that it is important to have a checkpoint at the endof
the analysis stage of small maintenance projects. The purposeis
to assess the quality of the analysis work andto identify and agree
on the systems-testing requirements. At this checkpoint, it is also
important to consider whether the maintenance project should
proceed, or perhaps be combined with other projects for the sake
ofefficiency. In somecases, the checkpoint review might identify
that a different approach wouldbe appropriate, in the light ofnew

perceptions of thesize of the project or of the risk involved.

Batch amendmentsfor regularly maintained
applications

The team or individuals working on some small maintenance

Testing can account for a large

proportion of effort on small
maintenanceprojects

projects may apparently be very productive, but their high

productivity is often offset by poor technical quality. Testing can

account for a large proportion of the effort used on small

maintenanceprojects, and shortcuts are often taken to maintain

the level of productivity.

One way of reducing the testing load on small maintenance

projects is to batch changes so that thetesting effort can be spread

more economically. This is sensible provided that a changeis not
time-critical.If it is, the user should be expected to carry the extra

cost of properly testing a small maintenance project. A further

refinementis to batch changes so that new releases of an application can be releasedat fairly frequent intervals. For example,

© Butler Cox ple 1991
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the application might be updated every six months with an agreed

schedule of changes. Batching changes in this way is especially
appropriate when several changesaffect the same programs. This
approach may also result in a more economic size of project,

because several small projects can be combinedin a single larger
project.

Regardless of the approach adopted for testing small maintenance
projects, performance may be improved by creating and main-

taining a standardsetoftests that the application mustbe able to
process withouterror. Standardtests are particularly appropriate
for frequently maintained applications.

Seek to exploit tools to support the maintenance

of existing systems

Fewer than 30 per cent of the PEP members wesurveyed in the

research for this paper used special tools for supporting small
projects. In most cases, a new tool is purchased because ofits

ability to support new developments. As a consequence, webelieve
that PEP members may not be taking advantage of the oppor-

tunities for supporting maintenance projects better, with tools

such as:

Mosttools are purchased because

they can be used for new
developments

Automated programming-support environments (Maestro, for
example).

System-testing tools (see PEP Paper13, Software Testing).

Data dictionaries, for tracking systems data and supporting
impact analyses.

Maintenance-support tools, such as code analysers, change-

control tools and restructuring and re-engineering tools (see
PEPPaper8).

Consider the maintenance implicationsof selecting

particular methods for new developments

New systems development methods shouldbe chosen with a view

to making subsequent maintenanceas effective as possible. Many
believe that structured methods havea role to play in this respect,

although,in practice, this seldom happens.

The natural tendencyfor those engaged in maintenanceworkis to

update only the lowest level of systems documentation, which
is

often the codeitself. Higher levels of documentation are often

neglected. Until CASE technology reaches the stage where
it

removes the needto maintain programs, the codeitselfwill remain

the only reliable form of documentation. For this reason, string
ent

documentation standards should be applied at the codinglevel.

Even basic documentation standards, such as those for
naming
labels, can be absolutely critical to maintainability. As Figure
3.1

At present,the code itself is often
the only reliable form of

documentation

indicates, some of the world s best-known programming experts

seem to favour documenting small units of code,
limiting
comments to explanationsof special features andinterfaces
. Apart

from this, they believe that an elegantly structured and coded

program requires no further documentation.
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Views on documentation of somewell known programming
experts

Gary Kildall, founder and chairman of Digital Research: Properly written codeis
very much self-documented .

C Wayne Ratcliff, originator of dBase:

The more comments you need, the worse

your program is . He alsotries to ensure that a program specification is not more
than one page long.

Bob Frankston, originator of VisiCalc: The comments are there mainly to warn
about surprises .

Jonathan Sachs, writer of Lotus 1-2-3: l commentheavily on the description of
the module and its inputs and outputs. There s no pointin trying to documentall
the internal workings of each module.

Application documentation should also include good high-level
overviews andclearillustrations of the structure of the application, its programs and data, so that the units that need to be
maintained can be identified easily. Modern techniques and

methods do not automatically provide such high-level overviews.

The design documentation produced by such methods may be too

detailed and bulky, and staff may doubt its accuracy. High-level

documentation is likely to change less often than low-level
documentation, but it must be updated when changesaffectit.

Staff need to be trained to apply

documentation standardsfor
small maintenanceprojects

Adhering to documentation standards for systems design, for
program design and for the programs themselves is critical for
subsequent maintenanceefficiency. Updating the documentation
should be mandatory for all maintenance projects; small maintenance projects are no exception. Staff therefore need to be

properly trained to understand and apply the standards. They may
learn the broad principles on external courses but will have to

learn how to apply them in the development department itself.

Training and support is essential at bothlevels.

Use modern methods and tools where
appropriate on small new developments

A large proportion of the projects submitted to PEPstill use third-

generation languages and traditional or formally structured

methods. We believe that, for small new developments, PEP
members could make greater use of modern methodsandtools. At

present, the useof these may be constrained becausethey are not
part of the systems department's strategic toolkit. In this situation,

their use should be seriously considered when such strategies are
underreview.

Use modern languages and CASEfor small
new developments
Substantially higher levels
ofperformanceresult from
using modern languages

©Butler Cox pie 1991

From our analysesof the projects submitted to PEP for assessment, it is clear that substantially higher levels of performance,
expressed as function points per man-month, can be achieved by
using modern languages. In practice, PEP members have found
that some of these languages are suitable only for small new

developments. One PEP member foundthis to be the case with
Focus, another with CSP, and another with Ideal. PC develop19
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ments, although not always small, can use a wide rangeof highly
geared modern languages, such as dBase and DataKase. (High
gearing means that fewer source statements are needed for each
function point.) The delivery rates with these languages can be as
high as 50 function points per man-month, compared with a typical

rate of delivery of 10 function points per man-monthfor projects

using third-generation languages.

Code-generationtools are becoming more popular,although again,
their use is not limited to small projects. Nevertheless, the use of
suchtools is resulting in smaller projects in terms ofmanning, and
thelevels of productivity being achieved are frequently well above

those achieved by projects using older languages.

Code-generationtools are causing
projects to become smaller

Someclaim that the use of integrated CASEtools results in high

function-delivery rates. James Martin Associates (JMA), for

example, claims that, with its CASE tool (IEF), it is possible to
deliver between 30 and 50 function points per man-month (about

two to three times the average for PEP projects). The use of

integrated CASE not only hasa direct impact on the productivity

of code generation, but may lead to significant reductionsof effort

in other areas, too. JMA claims that systems-testing effort and

errors are reduced because IEF automates the integration of

system components. Suchtools are also suitable for prototyping

and iterative development approaches, which can also reduce
development effort significantly. In PEP Paper20, to be published

at the end of 1991, weshall assess the impact that CASEis having
on improving productivity.

Use rapid developmentapproaches, especially
where modern tools are available

Systems development experts increasingly advocate the use of

rapid and {oint application development approaches. These
approachesare generally based on the reductions in time andeffort

that can be achieved by using CASE technology and fourthgeneration languages. They often use a prototyping approach to
identify and/or confirm the system requirements, and they are
usually basedon short,fixed time periods(often called time boxes
)
within which project objectives are to be accomplished. Keeping
the size of projects down in this way will, in theory, avoid
unnecessarily high rates of manpower buildup (and thus improve
productivity), but this may not always be achieved. Although rapid
development approachescan be usedfor a wide rangeof projects,

Smaller projects are often based on
rapid developmentor prototyping

webelievethattheir use is likely to be particularly suited to small
projects, especially if the time boxing concept is used.

Iterative development approaches are also more likely to
be
appropriate for small new developments. The availabi
lity of
fourth-generation languages and CASEtoolsfacilitates the use
of
these approaches. PEP members, however, seem to be
making
little use of iterative development.

Apply rigorous quality-assurance
and risk-assessment techniques

Forty per cent of the PEP members we surveyed claim to have
different quality-assurancepractices for small and large projects
,
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and 30percentclaim to have different practices for enhancement

and new projects. Often, though, the quality-assurance activities

for small projects are a limited subset of the activities applied to

larger projects. Moreoften thannot,it is left to the project manager
to decide which quality-assuranceactivities to carry out for small
projects. Moreover, if a quality-assurance groupexists, it may not

have the opportunity to challenge the project manager s decisions
until after the event.

A few PEP members, however, follow the same quality-assurance
procedures for smallprojects as they do for large ones, recognising
that small projects may berelatively high-risk. Webelieve thatall

small projects should be subject to quality-assurance peer-group

reviews, and to some measureof risk assessment.

Any deviations from qualityassurance standards should
be agreed before a small
project begins

Apply quality-assurance reviews to small projects

The project plan for a small project should identify any planned
deviationsfrom the usual quality-assurance standards, andthese

should be agreedbeforethe project starts. Full-scale quality plans

are rarely applied to small projects, yet the lack of a quality plan
can haveassignificant an impact on productivity and quality as
it does for larger projects.

Peer-group reviewsshould also be applied as rigorously to small
projects as to larger ones. Some PEP membersfeel that peer-group
reviews are not appropriate for maintenance projects, because

Peer-group review ofplanned
changes to an existing system

encourages more care

often only one person has an intimate understanding of the system.

In our view, the need for peer-group reviews is probably more
critical for maintenance projects. Maintaining applications
software must not be an individual endeavour. Requiring the
person who understands the system to explain how the changeis
intended to be implemented will encourage more care and will
spread knowledge about the system. In a similar vein, one PEP
memberuses peer-group reviewsat this crucial stage of a small
maintenanceproject so that experienced people, who have moved
into other areas of work, can scrutinise changes that have been

defined by less experiencedstaff.

Changes to systemsthat were developed by othersare often dealt

with as enhancements rather than as pure maintenance . This

often results in the changes being implemented as add-ons or
fringe code , instead of being incorporated where they most

logically fit in the structure, and thereby preserving the integrity

of the original design. Each change therefore makes any future

changesincreasinglydifficult and risky. Careful peer-group review

of planned changes may avoid some of these problems.

Develop risk-assessment proceduresfor all projects

A small minority of PEP membersstate that the level of risk
involved influences their decisions about the approach and
methods that they will use for small projects. The development

standards and guidelines of some membersspecify the risk factors
s
that should be consideredin deciding on the approach and method

for
that will be used. Abbey Life (a major insurance company),
skills,
d
require
the
of
lity
availabi
the
of
account
takes
e,
instanc

thestate of the existing documentation, the testing requirements,

, and
the need for measurement, dependencies on other systems
to be
tends
risk
of
degree
the
,
otherinfluences. Typically, however
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considered in termsof technical factors and factors internalto the
systems developmentfunction, rather than in business terms.

For each development approach used, PEP members should
provide a clear statementof the types of risk and uncertainty for
which that approach is appropriate and not appropriate. Wealso
recommendthe use of a simple rating mechanism (such as the
one available with Hoskyns s Project BRIDGE and shown in
Figure 3.2) for assessing risk and helping management to make

quick andeffective decisions about the approach and method that
should be usedfor a particular project.
Figure 3.2

A simple rating mechanism will help managers to assessthe level of
risk involved ina project

With the risk-analysis function of Hoskyns s Project BRIDGE, risk is measured
using suchfactors as costof project, development
time, system life and impact on user. The options selected are highlight
ed on the sample display shown below. The normalised
risk score is then calculated on the basis of the selected options.

24-09-91

Type:

Risk fissessment Worksheet

Impact on Management Decisions:

Flexibility Required:

Business Environment:
Impact on User:

System Life

Cycle(s) (y/n):

(a) Low (b) Medium (c) High

(a) Low (b) Medium (c) High

(a) Static (b) Medium Change (c) Rapid Change

More than one department (y/n) 4 Reorganization
: (y/n)

(a) One time only (b) 0-3 years (c)>3 years
Annual ff

Computer System(s) (y/n):

New Resources Required (y/n):

Development Time:
Development Cost:

=

Project: TEST

(a) Maintenance (b) Enhancement (c) New Business System

Batch

(Staff Months)

(a) <$10K

Normalized Risk Score:
F2:Keys

Monthly ff

F3:Fields Off

Personnel

Weekly

o

A

Daily

On-Line

Hardware

9 immediate

n|

Data Base

Software

(a) <3 (b) 3-12 (c) 12-14 (d) >24
(b) $10-100K (c) $100-1000K (d) > $1000K
69

Risk Range: O:Lowest

F9:Print

F10:Main

[CS 8 en 0 a a

Va

100:Highest

Esc:Return

(Source: Hoskyns Group plc)

It is important, however, not to overburden small project
s, and to
match the rigour with which risk is assessed with
the type of

undertaking. A two-stage approachis likely to be appropriate
for
smallprojects: a simple, initial assessmentto estimate thelevelof
risk and select the approach, followed by a more elabor
ate
assessment, using more formal approaches, for projects that
have
beenidentified as potentially high-risk. Whenthe project has
been
completed, the risk rating should be re-examine
d to assess

whether the most appropriate approach wastaken and
to learn
from the outcome.

In this chapter, we have considered how PEP membe
rs might
improve the performance of small projects by
paying more
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attention to the methods that they use. In the next chapter, we

consider ways in whichthe performanceof small projects might be

further improvedif appropriate organisational arrangementsare
made for managing them.
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PEP members are organised to undertake small projects in a

variety of ways. Manycarry out small project work alongside other

projects. A few, however, have a separate unit dedicated to small
project work. These two basic options may be complicated by the

organisational structures in place for large projects, such as
splitting the development department by developmentstage, or

using matrix managementof a pool of development resources, or

some combination of these. These various organisational structures were discussed in detail in PEP Paper 11, Organising the

Systems Development Department.

In our view, the performanceof staff working on small project
s is
maximised by creating a separate unit dedicated to small
projects.

However, special controls are needed to manage small project
s
properly, andspecial consideration needsto be given to the unique

human factors involved, such as the increased sensiti
vity to

individual performance.

Establish separate units for small projects

We recommend that PEP membersset up separate organisation
al

units to undertake maintenance projects, and wherepossibl
e, also
create a special unit to handle rapid new systems develo
pments.
Organisational arrangements should not, however,
remain static.
As experience is gained, boundaries between organi
sational units
may need to be adjusted, and organisational units
may need to be

formed ordissolved as the mix of work changes. It is also

important

to ensure that the number ofprojects being undert
aken by any one
individual should be kept to no more than three.

The boundaries between organisational units should be reviewed
as circumstances change

Set up a separate organisational unit

for maintenance projects

Small projects are often maintenance projects for
existing appli-

cations. The case for separating maintenance work
from other
development work has been discussed previously
in PEP Papers 8

and 11, although only a minority of PEP members have
adopted

this approach. Among thebenefits cited by those
who have adopted
the approach are:

It raises the profile of small projects and ensures that
more
management attention is given to them.

It provides users with a more responsiveservice
.

It enables teams working on new developments to
work
without distraction.
24
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The major problem cited by those who have not adopted the
approach is the handover of applications from the teams that

Incomplete documentation hinders

effective organisation for

maintenance

originally developed them to maintenance staff. This problem
is particularly acute when the original developers do not
take account of the long-term implications of their design
and documentation decisions. The subsequent maintenance

difficulties mean that more effective organisational options for

maintenance cannot be considered. However, if design and

documentation standards are set and enforced, and if quality-

assurance proceduresare consistently practised, there should be

no problem in handing over applications to a dedicated maintenance unit.

In 1989, Abbey Life changed its developmentorganisation so that
small maintenance projects would receive much more
management attention. Its new structure and the benefits are

described in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1.

Abbey Life has created a special organisational structure
for small projects

In the past, the systems department at Abbey Life consisted of teams that
structure,
carried out both new project and maintenance work. In the current

which has been in place for about two years, small projects are dealt with

the approach.
separately. One development group (financial systems)illustrates

The group, managed by an account manager, is split into three units:
of
The projects unit, consisting of about nine staff, undertakesall projects
42 or more man-months, or smaller onesif they are judged to be critical.
The systems-supportunit, consisting of about eight staff, deals withall
development-activity requests (DARs)that lead to projects of less than

tives of
42 man-months. A user-led priorities group, composed of representa
for
middle and junior management, meets monthly to agree on the priorities
project
become
to
expands
DAR
a
If
requests.
the
of
g
and the schedulin

of 12 or more man-months, it is passed onto the projects unit.
n
Theessential-support unit, consisting ofthree staff, deals with problemsi

problems or
operational systems. Much ofits work is concerned with fixing

and
omissions caused by recent changes. This unit deals with all fix-or-fail
s
top-priority DARs, which normally originate from the user and operation

areas. Staff assignedto the essential-support unit workin the systemsis unit
support unit if they have no high-priority DARsin hand. The headofth
decides on the sequence in which the DARs are acted upon.
allocated
Staff are continually rotated through the two support units and are also

the overall
to projects. A planning group of business directors decides on

that are
distribution of resources to the organisational units, and on the projects
at any
projects
small
several
on
work
to
assigned
be
can
to be undertaken. Staff
one time.
although
The newstructure has improved the managementof small projects,
there are still some problems to resolve:
in
The detailed understanding of applications bystaff previously involved
of
supporting them has been diluted, because many of the so-called gurus
existing systems have been locatedin other developmentunits.
The deficienciesin existing systems documentation and testing facilities
have been exposed.

can
Aprogram may bethe subject of several maintenanceprojects, which

tries to minimise the
lead to difficulties with parallel development. Abbey Life

tial tasks
occasions on whichthis can occur, and will reschedule non-essen
to prevent it from happening.

a result
tis easier to overlook some essential activities on small projects as
of trying to be less formal.
would have
AbbeyLife believesthatits small projects perform better than they
currently being
done with the previous structure. The structure is, however,
the experience gained
reviewed to ensure maximum efficiency, in the light of

during the last two years.
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Create a special unit to handle rapid
new developments

Althoughthefocus of small projects is often on maintenance, small
new developments mustnotbe ignored. If such projects are likely

to require a significant numberof developmentstaff say,at least
10 people
consideration should be given to creating a separate
group to be responsible for them, too.

Rapid approaches to systems development require some special
skills, such as those neededto run workshopsandsimilar working
groups. Webelieve that these skills are best concentrated in an
organisationalunit separate from those responsiblefor other types
of development. In some organisations, information centres may

provide some small new development capability, although they

usually concentratetheir efforts on providing technical advice (for

example, the use of PCs andtheuseof information-retrieval tools
on mainframes).

The specialskills required for
rapid development should be

concentrated in a separate

unit

Minimise the numberof projects being undertaken

by any oneindividual

The most usual case is that one memberof staffis assigned to each
of the small projects being undertaken by PEP members and he
worksonly on that project. However, the actual manning ranges
from five or six staff dedicated to one small project to one member

of staff responsible for seven small projects (see Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.2

Manning levels on small projects vary markedly

Personsper project
Five or six

Numberof
organisations

Three orfour

5
5

Oneor two

18

Less than one (that is, more than one project per person)

14

(Source: Survey of 42 PEP members)

While, in theory, it would be ideal to assign only one project per
person at any one time, this would often result in inefficient use

of overall resources, and over-manning of small projects. It is
difficult to work full-time on one small project
there will

inevitably be delays while waiting to meet a user, or waiting for
somerelated external piece of work. In reality, three small projects
per personis likely to be the mostefficient allocation of resources.

Provide unique management controls

Three small projects per indi-

vidualis likely to make the
mostefficient use of
resources

Few PEP members have formal project-management methods in

place for small projects. About one-third of the members
we
surveyed said they used different methods for small projects; these
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tendedto be the larger organisations. Anotherthird claimed to use

different project-management methods for small new and small

Usually, the project-management

methodsfor small projects are a
subset of those for larger
projects

enhancement projects; these tended to be the smaller organis-

ations. For most organisations, however, the project-management

methods used for small projects were a subset of those used for
larger projects. For example, control documents were simpler, and

formal reviews by management, if done at all, were done at a less
detailed level.

There are five features of the control of small projects that do need
special attention:

Balancing the controls with thesize of projects, and the risks
inherent in them, to avoid overburdening a small project.

Establishing mechanismsfor setting and reviewing priorities
for small projects to avoid arbitrary decision-making.

Identifying the factors that could inhibit the progress of small

projects before they begin, to minimise the need for constant
rescheduling.

Setting budgets for levels of maintenance according to
user/business needs.

Establishing clear acceptancecriteria for handing over new
systems to maintenance teams.

Balance controls against project size and risk

ly less
While it is realistic for small-project controls to be general
s may
project
small
some
s,
project
stringent than those for larger

Over-exaggerating the risk of a
small project will result in
excessive controls

to
be both critical and risky, and they shouldtherefore be subject
overto
not
r,
howeve
ant,
import
is
It
s.
control
additional

result in
exaggerate the risk of a small project, because this will
mance.
perfor
excessive controls being imposed, and in poorer

Thereis also a dangerthat the project managerwill have too

much

, and
discretion in deciding on which project controls to impose
of
levels
high
in
(and
mance
perfor
poor
this, too, can result in
of
l
theleve
n
betwee
struck
be
re
therefo
must
e
rework). A balanc
that
of
project control imposed on a small project and the risk
project s failing.

the
It is sensible to keep management-control mechanisms and

possible. The
frequency and type of reporting as simple as

approaches and methods applicable to small projects should
be
include guidelines on thelevels of control that are likely to
a
nor
tee
commit
g
steerin
full
a
r
neithe
e,
exampl
appropriate. For
A
.
project
single steering sponsor may be appropriate for a small
When
scaled-down steering committee may be the best alternative.
be reviewed,
each small project is initiated, these aspects should

and the arrangements agreed should be documented.

Establish mechanisms for setting and reviewing
small-project priorities

priorities
Various approaches are used by PEP membersto assign

rs,
to small projects. It may be the responsibility of individualuse

committee,
of development managers, or of a priority or steering

a user
usually depending on who is paying for the work. If
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departmentis paying and the development departmenthasa fixed

level of resources available for that department s projects, the user
should determine the priorities for small projects. When corporately funded resources haveto be divided among manyusers,
the mechanisms for deciding on priorities need to be clearly
defined.

Oneof the problemsthat particularly besets small projectsis that
of changing priorities, especially where they are originally set

according to who shouted the loudest . Development managers
often considerthat it is less disruptive to switch priorities on small
projects, but the impact on development staff can be quite

unsettling. Work may have to be abandoned andre-doneat a later
date, thus wasting scarce resources. In the meantime, staff and
projects are re-assigned and schedules have to be reworked. PEP
membersshould seek to ensure that priorities for small projects

Changingthe priorities on small

projects can be disruptive for
developmentstaff

are set as objectively as possible and that changes to them are

minimised.

Identify the factors that could inhibit progress

Individual small projects are more sensitive to delays and dependencies on other systems than larger projects, where a delay
in one area does not usually cause the whole project to come to a
standstill. On small projects, it is therefore wise to consider, at the
outset, and in detail, the dependencies and potential delays to
whichthey could be subjected, and to make allowancefor these in

project planning. Continually stopping andstarting a small project
can have an adverseeffect on performance, so it may be sensible

to delay the start of a small project until the dependencies and
potential delays are removed, or minimised.

Set budgets for levels of maintenance

PEP members who have separate maintenance units often have
specific budgets for maintenance work, to ensure that such work
(particularly small maintenanceprojects) is not squeezed out by
demands for new developments. The budgetlevel is usually set

annually, and thereafter, individual projects are identified and

priorities are set to use the available resources. This approach is
sensible, because it means that management does not need to
makea large numberof decisions about a constant stream of small

maintenance projects. In organisations where the level of
maintenanceis very variable, it may be more difficult to assign a

fixed level of resources to maintenance work. Doing so will,
however, give a clearer focus to small maintenance work andwill

makeit moreeffective.

Fixing the level of maintenance
resources will make small
maintenanceprojects
moreeffective

Establish clear acceptancecriteria for
handing over new systems

Wehave already noted that the performance of maintenance
projects is significantly affected by the type andcondition of the
existing documentation. To ensure that a separate maintenance

unit is as effective as possible, PEP members should therefore
establish clearcriteria for new applications being handedover to
support teams. Thesecriteria should specify both the minimum

error level that applications should have reached (in terms of
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frequency of error), and the levels and type of documentation

required. Failure to meet the criteria should meanthat theoriginal

teams carry the penalty of either rectifying any problemsor,

perhaps, bearingthecost ofrectifying them.

Manage the unique human aspects
of small projects

The performance of a small project can be significantly affected by
the behaviour andidiosyncrasies of individuals. It is therefore very

important that project managers adopt a management style that

is appropriate for small-scale endeavours, and that staff are not

assigned without considering both their suitability for such work

andtheir ability to work well as part of a small group.

Ensure that the style of the project manageris
appropriate for small projects

PEP members need to take special care in selecting project

Experiencedproject managers may
notbe the best choice for small

projects

managers for small projects. In many cases, experienced project
managers, accustomed to working on large projects where a
formal, directive managementstyle is appropriate, will not be the
best choice. Less experienced managers, whocan act as leader and
influence team members by coaching and gaining their consent
while working alongside them, will often be more effective on
small-project work.

Ensurethat staff are suited to small projects

Assigningstaff to small projects and allocating the various aspects
of the work involvedto particular people is not a simple task. Two
that of the
points of view have to be taken into account
individual, and that of the development manager.

The shorter timescales can makeit
attractive to work on a small
project

be
From the individual s point of view, a small project may
opporthe
provide
attractive because the shorter timescales can
tunity to work on a complete/development from beginningto end.
The benefits from a small project are available earlier to the users,
who maytherefore be more supportive, and give the development

staff greater recognition. A particular individual s attitude to

small-project work may, however, vary over time. Theattitudes of
staff towards small projects need to be monitored, and where

possible, their changing needs should be accommodated.

Perceiving small maintenance projects as a means of,providing onthe-job training may be

counter-productive

From the development manager's pointof view, small, less risky
for
projects may provide opportunities for on-the-job training. Yet,

maintenance work, it may be more important to assign programmers whoare very knowledgeable about the existing code.

Systems development managers need to identify the factors that

are mostcritical in each circumstance, andselect staff accordingly.
Such considerations should form anintegralpart of the formalrisk
assessmentassociated with smallprojects.

Another important consideration in staffing small projects is the
fit between the individual and the work. Small projects are often

to be
staffed by no more than one or two people, so tasks need
more,
Further
ties.
arabili
particul
ual's
individ
an
moreto
aligned
the
the work itself is not as readily partitioned, particularly
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problem-analysis stage in maintenance. Staff working on small

projects should be encouragedto think more about the deliverables

required than the methods they use, and project managers need
to steer and counsel them,rather than direct them.

Ensure that team membersare working well
with each other

Wesaw in Chapter 2 that the influence of an individual on the
performanceof a small project can be quite profound.It is therefore
very importantfor development andproject managers to be aware
of small-team dynamics and to monitor them carefully.

A non-conformist or a loner can betolerated in large projects, but
in a small team, the influence of such people is more marked and
project performanceis affected accordingly. An effective small

team can therefore be more difficult to create. Both the extremes

Personality characteristics are
morecritical on small

projects

(an excessively close-knit group and a loose collection of individuals) are common. In PEP Paper7, Influence on Productivity of
Staff Personality and Team Working, we identified some of the
characteristics of IT people that can undermineeffective team

working. Wealso identified the need to ensure a balance both of
personalities and of skills within a team. PEP members should
seek to ensure that the natural tendency of developmentstaff to
be thinking types of people is balanced by at least some feeling

types. Particularly successful combinationsof individuals in small
teamsshould be noted so that the same combination can be used
in the future. Loners, however, should be given self-contained

tasksor projects.
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Chapter 5

Improve the performance of small projects
Wehave seenin this paper that althoughthereare wide variations
in the performance of small projects among PEP members, they

generally perform less well than large ones. Figure 5.1 lists the
actions that systems development managersshouldtake to ensure

that the overall performance of their department is not adversely

affected by the performance of small projects, which absorb a large
and growing proportion of scarce systems resources.
Figure 5.1

Action checklist

Review current measurementpractices and determine:

How these should be enhancedto collect measures systematically and

accurately for all projects, including small ones.
How analyses of measurements might be improved to increase managers
awareness of performance particularly for small projects and the quality

of their decision-making.

to
How program blackspots, which cause some small maintenance projects

be veryinefficient, can be identified and monitored as a basis for identifying
the needfor selective redevelopment.
How measurements can be enhanced and used to estimate small projects
more accurately, particularly small maintenanceprojects.

In
Review existing methods and the extent to which they support small projects.
particular:
Planto introduce, where necessary, formal methods suited to the different
types of small project carried out.
Develop practices within the methods for assessing project risk and selecting
the most appropriate approach.

Provide mechanisms that encourage changesto be batched for maintenance
projects, and introduce releases for frequently maintained applications.
Evaluate the suitability of rapid approaches for small new developments.

Review program and documentation standards and ensure that they

concentrate on the critical elements

namely, the source programs themselves

and overviewsof the high-level design.
Examine quality-assurance practices:

Revise these practices where necessary to ensure that documentation

standards arestrictly adheredto.
Ensurethat these practices address the needs of small projects, and at least
adopt peer-group reviewsof design specifications.

Review the planning procedures for small projects and ensurethat they are
thorough.
they apply to
Review the present organisational arrangements, particularly as

small projects:
Consider setting up separate unit(s) for small maintenance projects.
if
Consider setting up a separate unit for small new developments, especially
they are to be based on rapid development approaches.
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The mainreason for the discrepancy in performanceis that while
small projects have many features that distinguish them from
large ones, they tend to be treated in the same way. Systems

managers whocontinue to organise and manage small projects as

if they were simply downsized large ones should not be surprised
if they fail to bring about any improvementin their performance.
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Butler Cox

Butler Cox is an independent, international consulting company specialising in areas relating to
information technology.

The companyoffers a unique blend of high-level
commercial perspective and in-depth technical

expertise, a capability which in recent years has
been putto the service of manyof the world s largest
and most successful organisations.

Butler Cox provides a range of consulting services
both to organisations that are major users of in-

formation technology andto suppliersof information
technology products.

Consulting for Users

Supporting clients in establishing the right opportunities for the use of information technology,
selecting appropriate equipment and software, and
managingits introduction and development.

Consulting for Suppliers
Supporting major information technology and telecommunications suppliers in assessing opportunities, formulating marketstrategies, and completing
acquisitions and mergers.

Foundation

The Foundation is a service for senior managers

responsible for information management in major

enterprises. It provides insights and guidance to
help them to manage information systems and
technology more effectively for the benefit of their
organisation.

Education
The Cranfield IT Institute, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Butler Cox Group, educates systems
specialists, IT managers, line managers, and professionals to understand more fully how to apply

and use today s technology.
PEP

The Butler Cox Productivity Enhancement Programme(PEP) is a participative service whose goal
is to improve productivity in application systems
development.

It provides practical help to systems development
managers and identifies the specific problems that
prevent them from using their development
resources effectively. At the same time, the pro-

gramme keeps these managers abreast ofthe latest
thinking and experience of experts and practitioners
in thefield.
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The programmeconsists of individual guidance for
each subscriberin the form of a productivity assess-

ment, and also publications and forum meetings
commonto all subscribers.
Productivity Assessment

Each subscribing organisation receives a confidential management assessmentof its systems

developmentproductivity. The assessmentis based

on a comparison of key development data from
selected subscriber projects against a large com-

prehensive database. It is presented in a detailed

report and subscribersarebriefed at a meeting with

Butler Cox specialists.
Meetings

Each quarterly PEP forum meeting focuses on the

issues highlighted in the previous PEP Paper. The
meetings give participants the opportunity to
discuss the topic in detail and to exchange views
with managers from other member organisations.

PEP Papers
Four PEP Papers are produced each year. They
concentrate on specific aspects of system development productivity and offer practical advice based
on recent research and experience. The topics are
selected to reflect the concerns of the memberswhile
maintaining a balance between management and
technicalissues.

Previous PEP Papers
4 Requirements Definition: The Key to System
5
6
7

8
9

Development Productivity

Managing Productivity in Systems Development
Managing Contemporary System Development
Methods
Influence on Productivity of Staff Personality
and Team Working

Managing Software Maintenance

Quality Assurance in Systems Development

10 Making Effective Use of Modern Development
Tools
11 Organising the Systems Development Department
12 Trends in Systems Development Among PEP
Members
13 Software Testing
14 Software Quality Measurement
15 Application Packages
16 Project Estimating
17 Motivating Systems DevelopmentStaff
18 Managing Small Projects

Forthcoming PEP Papers

Involving Users in Systems Development
The Impact of CASE
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